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Finding A Vision For Life
 
Seeing the change on your face
caused me to pause in the direction
I was searching to complete my plan
to take action for the next course in my life
 
I thought we were on the same direction
possibly on the same page,
but I was so totally and miserable wrong
 
You were off to a workers course
in another part of the world
with no thought of leaving me behind
 
I did not fit into your future plans
nor did my heart merge together with yours
we were now total strangers not due to my wanting this
you were saying goodbye as you walked out the door
and my Finding a vision for life did not fit in with yours.
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The Coldness Of His Heart
 
I saw from the message, you had not envisioned my finding out
your feelings like the love you so fervently expressed
were not easily to be accessed from the heart of yours.
 
I sought to find the title of your famous manuscript you had
so insistently had written, alas; no where to be found at a publishers
convention.
 
You saying it was being written and almost finished,
while I knew in my heart it was written by someone else.
 
I had seen the work at a different store in the next town.
 
Why in all of your imagination would you claim anothers work?
 
Was it just the loneliness from being by ones self or just get my
attention to see the lies coming to the source were finally ending?
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